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40. INTRODUCTION 
THE TECHNIQUE of mixing homotopy types (see 1.1 for definitions) was first introduced by A. 
Zabrodsky[20] around 1968 in connection with some work on I-I-spaces. He showed, among 
other things, that if one begins with l-connected, finite H-spaces (i.e. having the homotopy type 
of finite CW complexes), then mixing produces l-connected, finite H-spaces. W. Browder 
observed (AMS Summer Topology Conference, Madison 1970) that, since l-connected, finite 
H-spaces have the homotopy type of closed manifolds, Zabrodsky-mixing of such H-spaces 
could be regarded as a special case of mixing homotopy types of closed manifolds. He then asked 
whether Zabrodsky-mixing could be extended to manifolds in general. We phrase this more 
precisely: Can one extend Zabrodsky’s mixing construction to a class of spaces including all 
closed F-manifolds (9 = smooth, PL, topological), and, if so, does mixing homotopy types of 
closed, F-manifolds produce the homotopy type of a closed S-manifold? To the first part of this 
question, we give a positive answer (Theorem 3.1). On the other hand, at the end of this paper, we 
give an example showing that a certain mix of smooth, 3-connected g-manifolds results in 
non-smoothable homotopy types. So the second part of the question must, in general, be 
answered negatively. 
This paper, nevertheless, may be regarded as providing a qualified affirmative answer to the 
second part of the question, or, alternatively, as providing the first step toward a comprehensive 
answer. Our first main positive result in this connection is Theorem 4.1, which asserts that mixing 
homotopy types of closed, l-connected 8-manifolds of dimension n,n 2 5, produces the 
homotopy type of a closed %-manifold, except possibly in the case 9 = smooth and n even. 
Our second main positive result, Theorem 4.4, introduces a new kind of mixing, no longer of 
homotopy types, but rather of stable isomorphism types of manifolds. Here, we allow the smooth 
case but generally require n 2 5 and n + 2 (mod 4). The theorem shows that, under these 
dimension conditions, mixing stable isomorphism types of l-connected, closed 9-manifolds is 
well-defined and produces the stable isomorphism type of a closed $-manifold. We feel that this 
notion of mixing can and should be sharpened and pushed further. 
Our procedure is to show, first, that mixing can be defined for Poincare complexes and 
produces Poincare complexes from Poincart complexes (Theorem 3.1). We then introduce the 
notion of mixing normal types of Poincart complexes with “geometric” normal structure, and we 
show that the result is a Poincart complex with uniquely determined geometric normal structure 
(Theorem 3.5). For the main results of 04, we apply surgery theory to Theorem 3.5. We show, for 
Theorem 4.4, that Index obstructions vanish. 
Our result on mixing normal types requires a “local” or “mod %” version of Atiyah’s theorem 
on the homotopy invariance of the stable fibre-homotopy type of tangent bundles (Theorem 2.6). 
On the way to proving this, we also obtain a short proof, via fibrewise-localization, of J. F. 
Adams’ “Theorem of Dold ‘mod k”’ ((11, Theorem l.l), as well as a proof of the converse, which 
appears to be new (Corollary 2.2). 
Mixing of homotopy types has not been presented here in its fullest generality, because our 
applications always require that maps induce r,-isomorphisms. So we restrict to that case. It is 
worth noting, however, that this already represents an extension of Zabrodsky’s construction 
(which was restricted to l-connected spaces, or, possibly, simple spaces), and of Bousfield and 
Kan’s semi-simplicial version [3] (which is restricted to nilpotent spaces). In general, the mixing 
we describe requires only rational equivalences of connected spaces f : X + Y such that each 
component of the homotopy-theoretic fibre off is nilpotent (no further conditions on X and Y). 
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Many of our results can be obtained for pairs, Poincare pairs, manifold pairs, but for simplicity 
we have confined ourselves to the absolute case. 
$1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout his paper P will denote a set of primes, and Q (not to be confused with the 
rationals aS) will be its complement. When P is empty, we write P = 0. 
The spaces that we consider will always have the homotopy type of connected CW complexes 
with basepoint, and maps and homotopies will preserve basepoints. 
1.1 (P, Q)-squares and mixing 
1.1.1 Definition. A P-equivalence is a map f : U + V such that 
(a) f,: ~IU--,~lV is an isomorphism, and 
(b) rif is a Q-group, for all i. 
1.1.2 Definition. A (P,Q)-square is a homotopy-commutative diagram S 
in which f, and f2 are P-equivalences, g, and gz are Q-equivalences, and h is a O-equivalence. 
We distinguish three types of subdiagrams D of S: 
Type I-the pre-pullback diagram, consisting of f, and g2; 
Type II-the pre-pushout diagram, consisting of f2 and gl; 
Type III-the pre-factoring diagram consisting of h alone. 
In considering one of these distinguished subdiagrams D, we may call S a (P, Q)-square 
extending D. We may also consider such a D, in which the maps have the properties given above, 
as a diagram in its own right without first giving a super-diagram S.
The notion of equivalence of diagrams is the standard one (everything is required to 
homotopy-commute). If S and S’ are (P, Q)-squares extending D, then an equivalence 
C$ : S + S’ will be called an equivalence rel D if C#J ID : D + D is the identity, up to homotopy. 
The notation introduced above (i.e. S, D, X, WI, h, g,, etc.) will be used uniformly throughout 
the paper to stand for the objects described above. 
We shall show (in the proof of Theorem 3.1) that, given a distinguished iagram D of any 
type, there exists a (P, Q)-square extending D, unique up to equivalence rel D. 
1.1.3 Definition. Given (P, Q)-squares S”’ and S”‘, we may form “mixed” pre-pullback 
diagrams D”’ and D”’ consisting of f,“‘, g,‘*’ and f,“‘, g,“‘, respectively. We shall say that the 
(P, Q)-squares S”’ and 9”’ extending Do’ and Dc4’, respectively, are obtained from S”’ and S”’ 
by mixing. 
1.1.4 Remarks. (a) The fundamental-group condition 1.1.1(a) on maps in (P, Q)-squares may 
be eliminated for mixing squares. For mixing homotopy types [see (b), below], we need assume 
(in place of 1.1.1(a)) only that each component of the (homotopy-theoretic) fibre of each map is 
nilpotent (cf. 91.3). Our condition 1.1.1(a) is stronger: it implies that the fibre is path-connected 
and simple (see Serre[14], p. 276). We use the stronger condition in this paper because all our 
applications require it and because a number of proofs and statements then become simpler. 
(b) Zabrodsky’s notion of mixing homotopy types[20] fits into this framework in the 
following way. Given two O-equivalences h(l): X”‘+ Y and h”’ : X”‘+ Y (i.e. two Type III 
diagrams D”’ and DC2’), we extend to the corresponding (P, Q)-squares S”’ and S’*‘, and then we 
mix these, obtaining S”’ and S’*’ with Type III subdiagrams h”“: X’3’+ Y and h “) : X’*‘+ Y, 
respectively. Zabrodsky, in performing essentially this construction in the case of l-connected or 
simple spaces [20], says that XC3’ and XC4’ are the results of mixing the homotopy types of X”’ and 
XC2’. 
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1.2 P-equivalences and homology P-equivalences 
Let f: V+ W be a map, and let A = ZP, W. If B is a right A-module, we use the notation 
EI,cf; B) and H*cf; B) to denote the homology and cohomology of f, respectively, with 
local-coefficients B. 
Let BP denote B localized at P (as an abelian group). That is, for any abelian group A, 
Ap = A @Z., where Zp is the subring of the rationals generated by Z, together with the 
reciprocals of the primes in Q. BP inherits a A-structure from B. Because Zp is Z-flat, 
H&f; BP) = H,U; Bb 
1.2.1 LEMMA. Suppose that f: V+ W induces a PI-isomorphism. Then the following are 
equivalent: (a) f is a P-equivalence. (b) II,cf; Ap) = 0. (c) H,cf; BP) = 0, for every right A-module 
B. (d) H*cf; Bp) = 0, for every right A-module B. 
Proof. Let J: v --, w be the map of universal covers covering J Then, H,cf; A,) = (H*hp, 
and the equivalence (a) e (b) follows from the mod % Whitehead Theorem, where % is the Serre 
class of abelian Q-groups. 
The remaining equivalences are perhaps known, but we give a proof for completeness. Let C 
be the chain complex of f, that is, the mapping cone of the chain map 7, : C, v + C, 6’. We view 
C, as a free &-complex, and we observe that 
H,(G; BP) = H,cf; BP) 
and 
H*(G; BP) = H*cf; BP), 
for every right A-module B. Of course, H,(G) = HJG; ApI. We now apply the Universal 
Coefficient spectral sequences 
Ef,,=Torap(H,Cp,B~) 3 K+s(Cp;Bp) 
E*r.S = Ext;, (H,C,, BP) 3 H’+‘(cp ; BP). 
Clearly, then, (b) j (c) and (d), and, of course, (c) rS (b) is immediate. To prove (d) j (b), 
observe that if KC, i 0, r minima1 with respect to this property, then 
H’(C,; &) # 0, for B = BP = HG. n 
1.2.2 Remark. One can show that (a) j (b) when f : 7~) V --* 7~~ W is surjective (i.e. the fibre of 
f is connected) and that (b) j (a) when the fibre off is connected and nilpotent (see 01.3 for the 
definition of a nilpotent space). 
1.2.3 Definition. A homology P-equivalence is a map f : V+ W satisfying (H,f)p = 0. 
Clearly, by 1.2.1, every P-equivalence is a homology P-equivalence. 
1.2.4 LEMMA. Let f: V-, W be a homology P-equivalence of finitely-dominated, connected 
CW complexes, and let h * and h * denote any generalized homology and cohomology theories, 
respectively. Then, (h ,f)p = 0 and (h *f)p = 0. 
Proof. By the suspension axiom, it suffices to prove the result for Xf : S V + S W, which is also 
a homology P-equivalence. By the functoriality of suspension, the l-connected spaces ZV and 
X W are finitely-dominated, and hence, they have the homotopy type of finite CW complexes. We 
thus may apply the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectra1 sequences for heP = h,@Zp and h$ = h *@Zp 
to Zf~ We have 
E* = H&f; h.p(point)) + h,p(Zf) 
Ez = H*(Zf: h Xpoint)) 3 h %Gf). 
But, since Xf is a homogy P-equivalence the Universal Coefficient Theorems for homology and 
cohomology imply that E* = 0 and Ez = 0, which imply the desired result. q 
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1.3 Localization and fibrewise localization 
P-localization of nilpotent groups is an exact functor from the category of nilpotent groups 
and homomorphisms to itself, together with a natural transformation Ip: identity+ P- 
localization. Thus, given a nilpotent group H, we have a localization homomorphism lp: H + HP, 
where HP is the localization of H; given a homomorphism f : H + H' of nilpotent groups, it 
uniquely determines a homomorphism fp : H, + Hi= satisfying I bf = fplp. 
For abelian groups, P-localization restricts to the familiar functor and natural transformation 
obtained by tensoring with Zp, as already described in 1.2. For nilpotent torsion groups, Ip 
corresponds to projection onto the P-primary summand-every nilpotent orsion group is the 
direct sum of its p-primary subgroups 
When Ip : H + H, is an isomorphism, we call H P-local. The units of the ring Zp will be 
denoted by Z$. 
Homotopical P-localization takes place in the category of nilpotent spaces. These are the 
spaces W with nilpotent fundamental group r such that, for each i z 2. there is a positive integer ci 
with 
where I c Z T is the augmentation ideal. For such a W, its P-localization is a nilpotent space W, 
that has P-local homotopy groups, together with a (localization) map Ip : W + Wp inducing 
P-localization of homotopy groups. The results of Sullivan[l6] and of Bousfield and Kan[3] 
show that such localization exists and is unique, up to obvious equivalence. 
We give two examples of (homotopical) P-localization, which we need later. The first is due to 
Sullivan[l6]. Consider the n-sphere, n z 1, and index a countable number of copies of S” by the 
positive integers d E Z$. If did’, choose a map Sdn + S? of degree d’ld. This defines a direct 
limit system whose homotopy direct limit (the infinite mapping telescope of a cofinal 
simply-ordered subsystem) is Spn. The localization map Ip : S” + Spn may be identified with the 
natural inclusion of S,” into the direct limit. For the second example, suppose that all the 
homotopy groups of the nilpotent space W are torsion. We have in mind, as a particular case of 
such a W, the fibre of a O-equivalence. The “fracture lemmas” of Sullivan and of Bousfield and 
Kan imply that W has the homotopy type of the product W, x WQ, so that P-localization 
ep : W --, Wp is simply projection onto the P-primary part of W. 
Finally, we turn to the notion of fibrewise P-localization. Let f : V + W be any map with 
connected, nilpotent fibre.? Then, a fibrewise P-localization of f is a homotopy-commutative 
diagram 
(*J b . VP 
fL 4P 
W 
such that (a) the fibre of fp is connected and nilpotent and has P-local homotopy groups, and (b) 
Ap. : mf - mfp is P-localization, for all i B 2. Again, the works of Sullivan and of Bousfield and 
Kan show that such fibrewise localization exists, is unique up to equivalence, and is natural. We 
shall be interested in two special cases of fibrewise P-localization corresponding to the examples 
discussed above. 
The first case, corresponding to the second of the two examples, involves a O-equivalence 
f : V --f W. We have already remarked (1.1.4a)) that the fibre of such an f is connected and simple. 
We now refer to (*) above. In this case, fp is a Q-equivalence and hp : V+V, is a P-equivalence. 
We shall use this construction in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
The second case involves fibrewise P-localization of spherical fibrations and is examined in 
detail in [16], Chapter 4. Actually, we need only the much simpler stable version of this. 
Let I?G and RGP denote the functors determined by stable spherical fibrations and stable 
P-local spherical fibrations (over all spaces), respectively. Let RSG and KSGp be the 
corresponding oriented-fibration functors. All of these functors are representable, the first two 
+The connectedness assumption is not necessary, but we adopt it for simplicity. 
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by, say, B(G) and B(Gp). and the second two by the universal covers B(G) and B(Gp), 
respectively. Fibrewise P-localization determines a map A : B(G)+ B(Gp) and a corresponding 
map i of universal covers. The existence of h^ corresponds to the fact that an orientation for a 
spherical fibration naturally determines an orientation for its fibrewise P-localization. 
1.3.1 THEOREM (Sullivan[l6]). (a) A *: r,B(G)+ r,B(Gp) may be naturally identified with the 
standard inclusion of units Z* c Z*,. 
(b)A^:B(G)+B(GP)isP-localization (i.e.fi(GP)=fi(G)p). n 
We omit the easy verification of the following: 
1.3.2 COROLLARY. Let X be a finitely-dominated CW-complex. Then fibrewise P-localization 
induces P-localization of abelian groups l?SG(X)+ RSGp(X), (i.e. l?SGp(X) = xSG(X)p) . 
42. A P-LOCAL ATIYAH THEOREM 
In this section we obtain a P-local version of Atiyah’s theorem [21 on the oriented-homology 
invariance (and, hence, homotopy invariance) of the stable fibre-homotopy type of tangent 
bundles.* 
We begin by stating a result that may be of some independent interest. 
2.1 THEOREM. Let 5 be an orientable Sk-fibration over a finitely-dominated CW complex, k 
large, and let & be its fibrewise P-localization. Then, the following are equivalent: 
(a) There is an integer d E Z*, such that the d-fold Whitney join deisfibre-homotopy trivial. 
(b) There is an integer d’ E Z’s and a map f : E(e)+ Sk of degree d’ on each fibre. 
(c) & is fibre-homotopy trivial. 
(d) There is a map fp : E(&)+ Spk which is a homotopy equivalence on each fibre. 
The equivalence (a) e (c) is a direct consequence of 1.3.2, and the equivalence (c) e (d) is a 
special case of a well-known theorem of Dold. That (b) j (d) follows from the construction of 
the fibrewise P-localization of a fibre map: fp is the fibrewise P-localization of J It remains to 
prove (d) 3 (b), which we do at the end of this section. 
2.2 COROLLARY. Let LY and p be Sk-fibrations over a finitely-dominated CW complex, k large. 
Then, the following are equivalent: 
(a) The Stiefel-Whitney classes w,(a) and w,(B) are equal, and there is an integer d E Z*, 
such that da is fibre-homotopy equivalent to df3. 
(b) There is an integer d’ E ZF and a fibre map h : a +B (covering the identity) of degree d’ 
on each fibre. 
The implication (b) + (a) is essentially Theorem 1 .I of Adams [11, what he calls a “theorem of 
Dold ‘mod k”‘. Thus. 2.1 gives a relatively efficient derivation of that result, modulo the 
machinery of fibrewise P-localization, of course. The converse (a) =$ (b) appears to be new. 
2.3 Definition. A connected space W will be called an n-dimensional Poincare’ complex if 
there exists a class [W] E H,W such that fl [WI: H*( W; B)+ H&W; B) is an isomorphism 
for all right Zn, W-modules B. 
W. Browder calls this a local Poincare complex[5], and, in Wall’s treatment [18], with the 
further hypothesis that W be finitely-dominated, this is an orientable Poincart complex. 
Browder[5] has characterized the finitely-dominated Poincare complexes: namely, they are 
precisely the Poincare complexes with finitely-presented fundamental group. 
2.4 Definition. Let 6 be a spherical fibration. The Thorn space T(t) may be defined in either of 
two ways. Either it is the mapping cone of the fibration projection E(t)+ B(t), or it is the 
mapping cone of the canonical section B([)+E([ + E’), where ek is the trivial Sk-fibration, 
k 20. 
The same definitions apply to Spk fibrations. Thus, for example, there is a natural map 
j :E(& + co)+ T(&). the inclusion into the mapping cone. (Note that tp + ek is naturally 
fibre-homotopy equivalent o (5 + E k)p.) 
+An earlier version of this result was first obtained by the author in 1970 and appeared in earlier versions of this paper 
(preprints, Cornell University. 1972 and 1974). Variants have been obtained independently by Glover and Mislin [Immersion 
in the metastable range and 2-localization. Proc. Am. Math. Sot. 43 (1974), 443481 and Bendersky [A functor which 
localizes the higher homotopy groups of an arbitrary CW complex, Localization in Group Theory and Homotopp Theory, 
Lecture Notes in Mathematics. No. 418. Springer. Berlin (1974)]. 
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2.5 Definition. Let W be an n-dimensional Poincare complex, and let v be an orientable 
S*-fibration over W, k ,> n. We call v a stable normaljibration for W provided that the Hurewicz 
homomorphism T,+~T( v) --, H,+*T( v) is surjective. 
Results of Spivak[lS] and Browder[5] show that such a v always exists and is unique, up to 
fibre-homotopy equivalence. Thus, we may speak of the (stable) normal fibration of W. 
One more bit of terminology. Consider the strictly commutative diagram 
in which V, W, and w are finitely-dominated Poincart complexes, all of the same dimension, and 
in which T is a covering map. We shall say that 7~ is a Poincare’ covering and that f is Poincari 
covered by J 
2.6 THEOREM (aP-local Atiyah theorem). Let Wand W’ be finitely-dominated, n-dimensional 
Poincare complexes with normal fibrations v and v’, respectively. Let f : W + W’ be a map that is 
Poincari-covered by a homology P-equivalence. Then, for some d E Z*,, df *v’ = dv (where 
equality means fibre-homotopy equivalence). 
2.7 Remarks. (a) By the equivalence of 2.1(a) and (d), to prove 2.6, it suffices to find a map 
E(vp - f*vL+ co)--, Spk which is a homotopy-equivalence on each fibre. Of course, using the 
statements of Theorem 2.1, one may rephrase 2.6 in terms of a certain kind of fibre map v’ + v’ 
covering f, or in terms of fibrewise P-localization-thus our choice of name for the theorem. 
(b) Theorem 2.6 extends also to the case of unorientable Poincare complexes. In that case, 
following[2], we must restrict to maps that preserve wI. The notion of homology P-equivalence 
must be replaced by an analogue involving local orientation coefficients, called an oriented, 
homology P-equivalence. A P-equivalence is an oriented, homology P-equivalence, provided it 
preserves w,; this is automatic when 2 E P. 
(c) Note that satisfies the hypotheses of if is a homology P-equivalence a 
P-equivalence) or if is a covering map. In the no explicit to 
we may P all primes and conclude that *v’ = v. Thus, 2.6 includes the naturality of 
normal fibrations with respect o Poincare coverings. We need this fact for the proof of 2.6, and 
since we have not been able to find it in the literature, we include a proof in Lemma 2.12 below. 
We now present some preliminary results, and then the proof of 2.6. 
Consider the following fibre-homotopy-commutative diagram 
Here f is a fibre map (covering the identity) of orientable Sk-fibrations, k > 1, Ad” is fibrewise 
P-localization, and fp is the fibrewise P-localization off. We pass to the associated Thorn spaces 
and induced maps, obtaining a homotopy-commutative diagram. 
2.8 LEMMA. (a) T(hpli’): T(.$“‘)+ T(&‘“) is P-localization. 
(b) T(fp) is the P-localization of T(f). 
Proof. (b) follows easily from (a) and from properties of P-localization. We shall omit 
superscripts for notational ease. Let P (resp., P,) be the fibre-projection of 5 (resp., 5~). TO 
prove (a), it suffices to show that T(&) is P-local (e.g. that it has P-local homology) and that 
T(hp) is a homology P-equivalence. The former follows from the Thorn isomorphism theorem 
for orientable Sk-fibrations. To prove the latter, we note that hp : E(()+E(&-1 is a 
P-equivalence, and, thus, by Lemma 1.2.1, it is a homology P-equivalence. The desired result 
now follows from the fact that we may identify the homomorphism T(Ap), : H,T(5) + H,T(&) 
with Ap * : H*(7F)*H*(mJ). I 
2.9 LEMMA. Let f : V -+ W be a homology P-equivalence and let 5 be an orientable Sk-fibration 
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over W, k 2 1. Then, the canonical map C#I : f*t + 5 covering f induces a homology P-equivalence 
of total spaces. 
(The same result holds for any orientable Serre fibration with path-connected fibre F.) 
Proof. Note that f*( is orientable and that the map 4 sends the homology Serre spectral 
sequence for f*[ to that for 5, where we use homology with Zp coeflcients. On the Ez-level, 4 
induces the isomorphism. 
Thus, 4*: H,E(f*5)+H,E(t) is anisomorphism. I 
2.10 COROLLARY. Using the hypotheses and notation of 2.9, we conclude that T(4): T(f*t)- 
T(t) is a homology P-equivalence. 
Proof. Let 7~ and f*v be the fibre-projections of 5 and f*[, respectively. Then, 2.9 implies 
that 4 induces an isomorphism H,cf*~b + Ham, and, as in 2.8, we may identify this with 
T(b), : H,(W*Ob + H,(U~))P. I 
Proof of 2.6. First, suppose the result true for all finite Poincart complexes W and W’. Then, 
we obtain 2.6 for f x id : W x S’ + W’ x S’, because these spaces have finite type. The result for f 
then follows by restricting to W x * C W x S’ and W’ x * c W’ x S’. This is a trick used by 
Wall in [ 181 to reduce to the case of finite complexes. 
Next, we assume the result true when f is a covering map. We give a proof of this in Lemma 
2.12 below: this includes the proof that such a covering must be finite. 
It remains then to prove 2.6 when f is a homology P-equivalence of finite Poincare 
complexes. In this case. all total spaces of spherical fibrations over W and W’ and all associated 
Thorn spaces have the homotopy type of finite complexes, and so we may apply 
Spanier-Whitehead uality. All our spaces will be in the stable range, so we do not make 
dimensions precise until necessary. We use “D” to denote a Spanier-Whitehead dual. 
We begin with Corollary 2.10, setting 5 = v’, and we pass to m-duals (m arbitrary, large), 
obtaining a homology P-equivalence pT(u’)+DTCf*v’). Recall that DT(u’) is S-equivalent o 
T(e’) and DT(f*v’) is S-equivalent o T(v-f*v’) (e.g.[7], p. 25), so that after P-localizing and 
applying Lemma 2.8, we get a homotopy-equivalence 
T(e;) - T(z+ - f*v;). (1) 
Here, e’ is some trivial fibration over W’. The fibrations are assumed to have some arbitrary, 
large fibre-dimension k - 1: where k B n. 
We now construct he following homotopy-commutative diagram 
/ 
I 
i j “I y y 
S*l' - SP” 
id 
(2) 
Here. T = T(I+ - f*v& E = E(u, - f*ub+ CO), and j is the natural map described in 2.4. To 
describe i and U, we imagine T replaced by T(eb), via (1). It is well known that 
T(E)) - Sk A (W’ v S”) = X’[W’ v S”, so that, using 2.8 
T(E;) - (ZkW’)p v S,“. 
The maps i and U. then, correspond to the natural inclusion of S,” and projection onto Spk, 
respectively. i’ is any fibre inclusion. It is easy to verify that j 0 i’ induces an isomorphism 
Hr.%” - HLT. so that (2) may be completed by a map of some “degree” d E Z;S. 
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But this completes the proof, for U 0 j : E + Spk is then a map whose restriction to each fibre 
is a homotopy-equivalence. I 
2.11 COROLLARY. Let f: W+ W’ be a homology P-equivalence of finitely-dominated, 
n-dimensional Poincare complexes. Then, there is a homology P-equivalence (equivalently, a 
P-equivalence) of Thorn spaces T(Y) + T( v’). 
Proof. By one of the equivalent versions of 2.6, there is a fibre map 4 : v + v’ covering f of 
degree d E ZT: on each fibre. It is easy to show, by combining 2.8 and 2.10, that 
T(c#J)~ : TV + TV is a homotopy equivalence, which yields the desired result. I 
We now prove a lemma on Poincare coverings which will complete the proof of 2.6. 
2.12 LEMMA. Let p : @+ W be a covering map of n-dimensional Poincare complexes, W 
finitely-dominated, with normal fibrations 1; and u, respectively. Then p*u = 17 
Proof. (1) As in 2.6, we may assume that W has finite homotopy type. Thus, we take W finite. 
We show below that p is a finite covering, and so we may take @ finite as well. 
(2) Choose a Poincart imbedding[ll] i: WC, Mn+k, k % n, M a closed, orientable, PL 
manifold, with i*: aI W + n,M an isomorphism. This is not hard to construct. Let I: W -+ M 
cover i, where M is the covering of M corresponding to i,p *7~] 6’. &I is a closed, orientable, PL 
manifold, and one checks that I’ is a Poincart imbedding whose normal fibration ~(1’) satisfies 
p*v(i)= v(L), v(i) the normal fibration of i. 
Let v(M) (resp., v(a)) be the spherical fibration corresponding to the stable normal bundle of 
M (resp., a). Of course, the lemma is true for manifolds. Thus, using Theorem 2.5 of Levitt [ 1 I] 
twice, we have 
p*v =p*(v(i)+v(M)(W)= v(f)+v(it&lW= fi. 
(3) It remains to show that the covering is finite. Let r = r1 W and 75 = p *7~, W, and consider 
the r-module A = Z[n/G], where 7~ acts on the cosets r/+ in the usual way. Then. we have an 
isomorphism r7[W]:H”(W;A)+H.(W:A)=H,t&‘. Thus, H,,W=A”. the submodule of 
n-invariant elements of A. But this is 0 unless m/+ is finite. Therefore. since H.W is infinite 
cyclic, 7r/+ is finite. n 
Proof of 2.1 (d) j (b). We use again the trick described in 2.6 to reduce to the case in which 
the base space B(t) is a finite complex. (The reduction is not necessary in this case, but it 
simplifies the argument.) Then, E(t) will have the homotopy type of a finite complex as well. 
Fibrewise localization gives a map E(t)+E(&), which, when combined with the given map 
f : E(&) + Spk yields the map f’ appearing in the following homotopy-commutative diagram: 
To explain the rest of the diagram, we recall that S pk may be viewed as an infinite mapping 
telescope, as in 1.3, so that f’ factors, up to homotopy, through some finite stage of the telescope: 
this describes f and 1’. The map lp is the inclusion of the initial term into the limit, and g is a map 
in the direct limit system of some degree d E Z 3. Finally, i is an arbitrary fibre-inclusion. 
The result now follows immediately. Let 1 be a generator of H,S” and identify I E Zp with 
Ip.(l) E HkSpk. Then, f,i,(l) E Z*,, by hypothesis (d), and. therefore, 
f*i*(l) = d . j;;iJl, = d’ E z II Z$. a 
$3. MIXING POINCARE COMPLEXES 
We now use the terminology and notation introduced in P 1. 
3.1 THEOREM. Let D be a distinguished diagram (of Type I, II or III) consisting of 
n-dimensional Poincare complexes. Then, there exists a (P,Q)-square S extending D consisting of 
n-dimensional Poincare complexes, and such an S is unique up to equivalence rel D. 
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3.2 COROLLARY. The class of homotopy types of n-dimensional Poincare’ complexes is closed 
under the operation of mixing. n 
3.3 Remarks. (a) Existence and uniqueness of an S extending D hold without assumptions 
involving Poincare complexes. We refer to this as the general case. 
(b) In the general case, connectivity and dimension assumptions on the spaces in D are easily 
shown to be inherited by all the spaces in S. 
(c) It follows from (a) and from the proof of 3.1 that, in general, a (P,Q)-square is (homotopy) 
bicartesian. 
(d) Using the fact that S is cocartesian, in general, one can show that finite-domination 
hypotheses on spaces in D are inherited by all the spaces in S. When Poincart complexes are 
involved, this is a trivial consequence of Browder’s characterization (see 2.3). 
Proof of 3.1. The existence of a (P,Q)-square extending D follows from the 
(homotopy-theoretic) pullback, the pushout, or the fibrewise localization constructions, 
depending on whether D is of Type I, II, or III, respectively. Since the last is perhaps less widely 
known than the others, we add a comment for that case, referring the reader to 1.3 for definitions. 
We start with a O-equivalence h :X --) Y, and we construct its fibrewise P-localization 
h 
x-w, 
and its fibrewise Q-localization 
h \J f2 
Y 
obtaining the desired (P,Q)-square S: 
x- w, 
_I< 1 81 
wz- Y 
f2 
Uniqueness rel D and r,-conditions follow from general properties of these constructions. 
It remains to show that the new spaces are n-dimensional Poincare complexes. 
For any CW complex W, any class w’ E H, W. and any right Z 7~~ W-module B, let A(w, B) 
denote the cap product homomorphism n M’ :H*( W: B) + H,-*( W; B). Then, we have: 
3.4 LEMMA. Let f : U + V be a P-equivalence, and suppose that f,u = d - D, for some u E H.U, 
t’ E H.V, and some integer d E Z *p. Let B be a right ZT, V-module.+ Then, A(x, BP) is an 
isomorphism if and only if A(y, BP) is. 
Proof, By Lemma 1.2.1, f*:H*(U; BP)+H.JV;Bp) and f*:H*(V; Bp)+H*(U; BP) are 
isomorphisms. The desired result now follows from the well-known relation. 
j, 0 A(u, BP) o f* = N_f,u, BP). n 
To complete the proof of 3.1, we let Z be any space in S. Since Z is connected to spaces in D 
by both a P-equivalence and a Q-equivalence, we may conclude that: (a) H,Z is infinite-cyclic 
(with generator, say, z); (b) A(z, BR) is an isomorphism, for all B, where R = P. Q, 0. 
We now consider the exact sequence of Zr,Z-modules 
+We may also consider B to be a right Z T, U-module. via the isomorphism f, : T, U + ii, 1’. 
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which induce long-exact cohomology and homology sequences H*(Z: 3) and H&Z; 1). 
respectively. The homomorphisms A(z, B), A(r B,$&,), and A(z, Bo) induce a homomorphism 
A(z, 3): H*(Z: a)+ l%,-,(Z; B), 
and now (b) above, together with the Hemma, implies that A(z, B) is an isomorphism. I 
Next we turn to the question of mixing stable normal (or tangential ) structures of Poincare 
complexes. Let F denote one of the stable groups 0, PI. or Top, and let RF stand for the 
corresponding reduced K-theory functor. We omit reference to F when convenient. Deletion of . 
O-sections from stable Euclidean bundles yields the natural transformation J : K + KG. Given a 
Poincare complex W with normal fibration v, we call a: E RFW a normal F-structure on W if 
Jar = v. Given Poincare complexes Vi with normal F-structures ai, i = 1, 2, we call a map 
f : V, + Vz P-normal rel (a,, az) if df* a2 = da,, for some d E Z*, tl Z. We omit reference to CY~. 
CK~ when the normal F-structures are understood. 
3.5 THEOREM. Let S be a (P,Q)-square consisting of finitely-dominated Poincare complexes, 
and let D be a distinguished subdiagram of S in which all the spaces have been given normal 
F-structures. Then, the same can be done for the remaining spaces in S. Moreover, if each 
R-equivalence in D is R-normal (R = P,Q, 0 as the case may be), then there is one and only one 
way of choosing the remaining normal F-structures so as to make each R-equivalence in S 
R-normal (R = P, Q, 0, as the case may be). 
Proof We shall make use of the following consequence of Theorem 2.6. Let f : VI --, Vz be an 
R-equivalence of finitely-dominated Poincare complexes with Spivak normal fibrations vl, v2, 
respectively, viewed as elements in RGV,, RGV2, respectively. Let & : l?GVi -(l?GVi)R 
denote (algebraic) R-localization. Then lRv, = l,J*vl = f *RIRvz. 
Now let Z be a space in S with normal fibration v. We have the following commutative 
diagram: 




KGZ> i’ l (KGZ)&(KGZ), 
coker .I & (coker J)p@(coker & 
The maps i,, a = 0, 1,2 may be written as {jp, lo} in terms of localization; j0 is also induced by 
localization. The surjection r is obtained by following the natural projection onto coker (.Ip$JQ) 
by the identification with (coker J)p$(coker J)o. 
Since Z is connected to spaces in D by both a homology P-equivalence and a homology 
Q-equivalence, and these induce isomorphisms of the correspondingly localized K and KG 
theories, the first paragraph implies that i,(v) E im (J&Jo). Thus, izo pr(v) = 0 3 pr(v) = 0 j 
v = Ja, for some (Y E KZ. This proves the first statement of 3.5. 
To prove the second statement, we note that if each R-equivalence in S is required to be 
R-normal, then, given specific F-normal structures on spaces in D, there is uniquely determined a 
pair (a’, CY”) E (KZ>,$(KZ)q satisfying i,(v) = (Jpa’ , Jqa”). For example, to determine CY’, let 
Z’ be a space in D to which Z is connected by a P-equivalence k, and let p be the given normal 
F-structure on Z’. Then, k determines an isomorphism (KZ)p = (KZ’),, under which a’ 
corresponds to 1,p. 
Now, each R-equivalence in D is assumed to be R-normal, relative to the given structures. It
follows that when we localize (algebraically) at 0, all the given structures correspond to one 
another via these maps. Therefore, jo(a’, a”) = 0, which means that (a’, cr”) = ioa for a uniquely 
determined (Y E KZ. 
It is easy to verify that Jar = v, so that (Y is a normal F-structure on Z. The definition of (Y 
shows that this choice of F-structure is the one and only one that makes each R-equivalence 
connecting Z to D R-normal. 
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3.6 Remarks. (a) The hypotheses in 3.5 may be weakened. We use only the fact that each 
R -equivalence is a homology R-equivalence. 
(b) Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 show that there is a well-defined notion of mixing homotopy types 
of finitely-dominated Poincark complexes with normal F-structures. Only we no longer use 
arbitrary R-equivalences, but rather we restrict to the R-normal ones. We shall call this kind of 
mixing, mixing of normal types. 
(c) Although 3.1 and 3.5 are stated in terms of (P, Q)-squares, it is clear that we are using 
mainly the fact that a given space Z is connected to a “nice” space Z’ by a chain of 
P-equivalences and to another “nice” space Z” by a chain of Q-equivalences. Such chains 
generate quivalence relations, and much of 3.1 and 3.5 can be reformulated in terms of such 
equivalence relations. A similar comment applies to the next section, in which we discuss mixing 
homotopy types of manifolds. We let the reader derive-the appropriate statements. 
84. MIXING HOMOTOPY TYPES AND STABLE ISOMORPHISM TYPES OF MANIFOLDS 
Consider a (P,Q)-square S and a distinguished subdiagram D consisting of closed, orientable 
manifolds (smooth, PL, or topological). According to the results of 93, the spaces in S are all 
PoincarC complexes that can be given normal F-structures (F = 0, PL, or Top, respectively). 
Thus, the stage is set for applying the surgery theory of Browder, Novikov, and Wa11[41, ( 31, [I91 
to determine whether all the spaces in S have the homotopy types of manifolds. More generally, 
suppose that all the spaces in S are PoincarC complexes that admit normal F-structures. Then, 
given a surgery problem (and, hence, a surgery obstruction) for each space in D, we may try to 
find a natural assignment of surgery problems to the remaining spaces such that all the surgery 
obstructions are related by a “nice” formula. We plan to deal with this and related problems in a 
sequel. 
In this concluding section of this paper we examine the l-connected case, showing that mixing 
homotopy types of manifolds often succeeds, but presenting an example showing that 
obstructions to mixing do arise. We also show that by mixing normal types we can avoid some of 
these obstructions, and this procedure leads to a notion of mixing stable isomorphism types of 
manifolds. 
We begin with some results that are immediate consequences of the work of Novikov, 
Browder, and Hirsch (see [6]), together with 3.1 and 3.5. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let D be a distinguished subdiagram of a (P,Q)-square S, and suppose that 
every space in D has the homotopy type of a l-connected, closed, F-manifold of dimension n 2 5 
(where 9 = smooth, almost-smooth, PL, topological, respectively). Then, the same is true for 
each space in S except possibly in the case 9 = smooth and n even. II 
4.2 COROLLARY. The class of homotopy types of l-connected, closed 9-manifolds of dimension 
n L 5 (excluding the case 9 = smooth, n even) is closed under the operation of mixing. I 
4.3 Remark. The above results do not extend to the smooth, even-dimensional case, that is, to 
the case in which non-zero Browder-Novikov surgery obstructions may arise. Below we give an 
example showing that one cannot carry out smooth mixing of the homotopy types of certain 
smooth 3-connected 8-manifolds. 
We now turn to mixing normal types (see 3.6(b)), still restricting, of course, to l-connected 
manifolds of dimension 25. In this case, we are able to avoid half of the even-dimensional 
obstructions: namely, those in dimensions 4k, k > 1. 
When a PoincarC complex in one of our diagrams is actually a closed manifold, then we shall 
assume, without further specification, that its normal structure comes from its stable normal 
bundle. 
4.4 THEOREM. Let D be a distinguished diagram consisting of l-connected, closed, 
%-manifolds of dimension n 2 5, n + 2 (mod 4) (where 9 = smooth, PL, topological). Suppose 
furthermore that each R-equivalence in D is R-normal (R = P, Q, 0, as the case may be). Then D 
may be extended to a (P, Q)-square S consisting of the same kind of manifolds, such that each 
R-equivalence in S is R-normal. 
Let D’ be a similar distinguished diagram, S’ a similar extension and C$ : D+ D’ an 
equivalence of diagrams in which each map is stably homotopic to an 9-isomorphism. Then. 4 
extends to an equivalence of diagrams V: S + S’ in which each map is stably homotopic to an 
6-isomorphism. 
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4.5 COROLLARY. The class of stable 9-isomorphism types of l-connected, closed, S-manifolds 
of dimension n, n 2 5, n + 2 (mod 4) admits a well-defined operation of mixing and is closed under 
this operation. I 
4.6 Remark. When n = 2 (mod 4), the obstruction involved is the Kervaire invariant, which is 
harder to work with. In this case, provided S = PL or topological, one obtains closed 
$-manifolds and maps that are R-normal in the complement of a point. Uniqueness analogous to 
the above is obtained, but only on point-complements, ( ee [8]). 
Proof of 4.4. The uniqueness part of this theorem is a straightforward consequence of 
well-known results of B. Mazur[ll]. Thus, we first extend 4 to + by virtue of the pullback, 
pushout, or fibrewise localization constructions, obtaining an equivalence of diagrams ‘I’ : S + S’. 
It follows from the hypotheses that each map in \v preserves table normal bundles. Thus, by 
Mazur, it is stably homotopic to an isomorphism. 
For existence, we apply 3.1 and 3.5, obtaining a (P, Q)-square S extending D consisting of 
Poincare complexes with normal F-structures, uniquely determined, given D, by the requirement 
that each R-equivalence in S be R-normal. 
Then, for odd dimensions n 2 5, we apply Browder and Novikov [7], and Browder and 
Hirsch [8] to obtain the desired result for 9 = smooth and PL, respectively, and we use results of 
Kirby and Siebenmann to extend these to the topological case (cf. [6], p. 22). 
When n = 4k, k > 1, the same procedure works, provided that we can show that the 
Browder-Novikov Index obstruction vanishes. For this we need several emmas, which now 
follow, but first we introduce some notation. 
If W is a finitely-dominated, oriented Poincare complex, let I[ WI denote its index. If 5 is an 
Rk-bundle over W (linear, PL, or topological), let L(t) E H*( W; 0) denote its Hirzebruch 
L-polynormal. Finally, if r is a normal F-structure on iy, the Hirzebruch number L[X, .$I is 
defined to be (L(-,$), [WI). As usual, when W is a closed, oriented manifold, 5 is always taken to 
be its stable normal bundle, and then L[X, (1 is written as L[X]. 
4.7 LEMMA. Let W, be finitely-dominated, n-dimensional, oriented Poincare complexes with 
normal F-structures & i = 1, 2, and let f: WI-+= WI be P-normal rel ([,, &). Then, 
L(&)=f*L(&). 
Proof, For some integer d E Z$, d,$, = df*&, so that L(t,)“ = L(f*tJ’. But one can easily 
show recursively that the multiplicative group of all sums 1+ xl + xz + . . . + xn, xi E H’( WI; aSI 
is torsion-free. a 
4.8 COROLLARY. Let .$‘,, .$, and f be as in 4.7. Then, 
L [ WI, &I = (degf)L 1 W,, &I. 
4.9 COROLLARY. Let f: MI + Mr be a P-normal map of closed, oriented, n-dimensional 
manifolds. Then, I[M,] = (deg f)l(MJ. 1. 
4.10 LEMMA. Let f : W, --$ WZ be a homology P-equivalence between n-dimensional oriented 
Poincare’ complexes, Then, I[ W,] = sign (deg f)I[ W,]. 
Proof. We use homology and cohomology with O-coefficients, which are mapped 
isomorphically by f, and f*, respectively. The desired result is an easy consequence of the 
equality. 
(f*x U f*y,[WJ)=(degf)(x u y,[W&, 
valid for every x E H’( W2; Q) and y E H”-‘( WI: Q). I 
4.11 COROLLARY. Let f : WI + WZ and .$, and & be as in 4.7, and, in addition, suppose that f is a 
homology P-equivalence of degree 2 1. Then, 
Proof of 4.4 continued. Let 2 be any space in S, and let 5 be the normal F-structure with 
which it has been endowed. The Browder-Novikov obstruction ~(2, t)-which we write 
henceforth as a(Z)-is. by definition i(L[Z, 51- 1121). Of course, when 2 is in D, the 
Hirzebruch Index Theorem implies that V(Z) = 0. We now have two cases. 
Case 1. All the spaces in S have non-zero index. 
In this case we combine 4.9 and 4.10 to conclude that all the maps in D, and, hence, all the 
maps in S, have degree 21. Now let Z be any space in S, but not in D, and let Z’ be a space in D 
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connected to Z by an R-normal R-equivalence (R = P or Q). By 4.11 a(Z) = %a(Z’) = 0. 
Case 2. All the spaces in S have zero index. 
In this case, if Z is in D, L[Z] = 0. Using 4.8, together with the fact that homology 
P-equivalences have non-zero degree, it follows that L [Z, [] = 0, for every Z in S. But then, 
a(Z)=OforallZinS. I 
We conclude by presenting an example showing that smooth mixing of homotopy types may 
fail. The manifolds we construct have been examined in other contexts by, for example, 
Tamura[ 171, and Eells and Kuiper [9], and some details of our construction can be found in these 
papers. 
We consider orthogonal 4-disc bundles over S’, which are classified by nS0, = Z@Z. 
choosing as generators (Y and /3. where p represents the Hopf bundle over S4 and 2p - (Y the 
tangent disc bundle of S”. We note that the J-homomorphism J : P,SO,+ &Y’ = Z + Z ,? is 
surjective, with Jp generating a free-summand and Ja the torsion-summand. 
Following the notation of Milnor[l2], we denote by 5, the bundle represented by 
(h + j)p - j,, which has Euler number h + j-the suitable orientation of S” being chosen and 
henceforth fixed. It follows that the boundary of the total space aE([hj) is a homotopy sphere if 
and only if h + j = 51. We let E(h) = E(&.,-+) and W(h) = E(h) U caE(h) . W(h) is a closed, 
3-connected PL g-manifold with Hq( W(h)) = Z, and it is easy to see that it admits a CW 
decomposition of the type S4 U +?', where y = J/3 - (1 - h)Ja. 
We begin by looking at the rational equivalences f : W(h)+ W(h’), which, in this case, are 
simply the maps of non-zero degree. On H+ f, induces a homomorphism Z +Z, which is 
multiplication by some integer which we call the 4-degree off. Clearly, degf = (Cdegf)‘. Using 
standard facts about composing homotopy classes, one shows: 
(1) There exists a map f: W(h)+ W(h’) of 4-degree a if and only if a(2h - 1)~ 
a2(2h’- l)(mod24). 
Specializing to the case a = ‘_ 1, we obtain: 
(2) W(h) - W(h’) if and only if 2h - 1~ ?(2h’ - 1) (mod 24). Here, “-” denotes the relation 
of homotopy equivalence. 
Now, let W be a 3-connected, g-dimensional Poincare complex, with H, W = Z. Then, using 
Poincare duality and the surjectivity of J : aSO, + ~TL?, it is easy to verify that W - S” U se8, 
where 6 = *Jo + n&, for some n. Thus for such a W, 
(3) There exists an h such that W - W(h). 
Next, we use the Eells-Kuiper p-invariant [9] to determine which W(h) are smoothable-this 
amounts to determining which aE(h) are diffeomorphic to S’. This is done in [93, where it is 
shown that 
/.~(aE(h)) =v E ZZR. 
p = 0 if and only if 2h - 1 = ?l, 215 (mod 112). Thus, if W and h are as in (3), 
(4) W - smooth, closed g-manifold if and only if 2h - 1 = +l (mod 8). 
Here 8 = g.c.d.(24,112). In one direction (4) is clear: if 2h - 1 = tl (mod 8), then one may 
choose h’ so that 2h’ - 1 = +(2h - 1) (mod 24) and 2h’ - 1~ 21 or 215 (mod 112). W(h’) is 
smooth, and W - W(h) - W(h’). In the other direction, if W-M, where M is smooth and 
closed, we use a minimal handle-decomposition f M to show that it is diffeomorphic to W(h’), 
for some h’, and then 2h’ - 1 = ~1 or 215 (mod 112). Since W(h) - W-M - W(h’), we have 
2h - 1 = ?(2h’ - l)(mod 24). so that 2h - 1~ tl (mod 8). 
4.12 PROPOSITION. There exists a (P, Q)-square S with the following properties : (a ) The spaces 
in S are PL manifolds W(h). (b) The Trpe III subdiagram of S consists of spaces homotop) 
equivalent to smooth manifolds (recall that this diagram consists of the diagonal map). (c) The 
remaining spaces in S do not have the homotopy type of smooth manifolds. 
Proof. We give such a diagram, not naming the maps but listing only their 4-degrees: 
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P may be taken to be any set of primes containing 13 and omitting 11. To construct such a 
diagram, use (1) above to obtain the top and right-hand maps. Then, complete the square, using 
Theorem 3.1. This gives a Poincare complex W in the bottom left-hand corner, as well as maps 
connecting W to W(4) and W(-3). By (3), above, W - W(h), for some h. To determine an 
appropriate h, we note that the square is a pushout, up to equivalence, (see 3.3~)) so that, by 
excision, the remaining vertical map must have 4-degree 213, and the remaining horizontal map 
must have 4-degree cl1 (either both positive or both negative). When both are positive, we get 
the diagram above, determining h = - 2 by using (1) to solve for 2h - 1 (mod 24). When both are 
negative, we get an equivalent diagram in which W(-2) is replaced by W(3). 
Statements (b) and (c) follow directly from (4) above. 
If we now perform Zabrodsky-mixing on the O-equivalences 
I 
W(4) 143 W(-3) 
and 
W(-3) id W(-3) 
choosing P to contain 13 and omit 1L4.12, together with the uniqueness part of 3.1, shows that 
we obtain the homotopy types of the manifolds W(-2) and W(3), which are not smoothable. 
This concludes our example. 
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